Updated 5/19/2017

OCC Fun Park Waiver

Last Name _________________________________________________
Site #________________

Today’s Date _______________

Signing this waiver clarifies that the signee is personally responsible for appropriate behavior for everyone listed and signee is aware and agree to all of OCC’s
rules and policies. Signee gives permission to OCC LLC to use any photos, video, and other media taken during visit to be used in promotional pieces. There are
aspects of any recreational experience that cannot entirely be controlled or made free of risk. The Campground is not liable for weather conditions, natural events,
damages caused by wrongful conduct or carelessness of others. The Campground Owners and Employees are not responsible for accidents or injuries to campers
or guests. By signing this waiver the Camper acknowledges that by participating in recreational activities, the Camper accepts the risks which are inherent in the
recreational activity. The Camper is advised that Wisconsin Law (Section 895.525, Wis. Stats.) limits the liability of the Campground and imposes duties on the
Camper to take precautions for their own safety while engaged in recreational activities. The Camper and not the Campground is responsible for supervision and
control of all Campers and Guests. We are not responsible for your property of the loss of valuables of any kind. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT to interpret and
enforce all the rules for the benefit, security, and safety of all. Management reserves the right to reject any and all violators of the Rules and Regulations without
refunds and to remove persons or animals which are considered detrimental to the health, safety, and welfare of management or others using the campground and
facilities. Signee is aware that this is a privately owned campground and that all Rules and Regulations are subject to change. All must follow the rules of the Fun
Park and respect staff reinforcement. Two unheeded warnings will result in a conversation with the parent and refrainment from play without refund.

_____No shoes on the Jump Shot and Jumping Pillow
_____No flipping on the Jump Shot and Jumping Pillow
_____No Climbing Mesh on Jump Shot
_____No Hanging on Basketball Hoop of Jump Shot
_____Jump Shot limited to 4 mins/turn. Turn in ball when finished
_____Only one person per side on Jump Shot
_____There’s possibility of a wait time for certain activities, dependent
upon demand and availability
_____Keep golf clubs below waist level

_____Only one person per seat on pedal carts
_____Pedal Carts must be checked out at store desk prior to use
_____Pedal Carts are to be only used on the designated loop
_____Pedal Carts are not to be used on ANY hills
_____Pedal Carts must stay on paved roads
_____Pedal Carts are not allowed on backwoods trails
_____Pedal Carts have a 250lb weight limit
_____Pedal Carts are not to be used on the beach
_____Pedal Carts are not to be submerged in water/creek

Parent/guardian is responsible for minor children less than 17 years of age, and/or him or herself.
Children Names

Age

Site #

Child Signature

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian’s Signature _________________________________________________________
Print Name _______________________________________________________________________

